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1.

Abstract
This interactive project allows users to explore what causes and
affects environmental problems on Earth using papervision 3D. The
purpose of this project is to provide a simple platform for users to
be aware of the environmental issues and know how to improve
the environment. Moreover, these environmental issues are
discussed by scientists and environmental protection agencies. The
environmental issues discussed are global warming, acid rain, and
air pollution, which impact the quality of human life.
Reading helps us learn so much truth that we may not be aware
of. The traditional pop-up books give readers a deeper impression
of the story. Therefore, I created a simulated, interactive pop-up
book to create a similar experience for the readers. This book
combined education with recreation. Besides, user can gain a
lot of information from the book. I used COLLADA Maya to build
3D models and export them to Flash for the interactive user
interface. This pop-up book provides a more interactive experience
over a traditional pop-up book. Each chapter provides lots of
information about the environmental issues. The illustrations
visually communicate information to the user. In addition, the book
comes with a game. Users may play the game to test how much
they learned from the book. Therefore, this book is easy to read,
providing the users with information about the environment in a fun
manner.
The visual style for this project is hand drawn artwork. Then, the art
was scanned into computers to be further colored by Illustrator and
Photoshop. The 3D modeling of the book was created in Autodesk
Maya. To get the best performance of the pop-up book, 2D and 3D
were used together. Many pieces of the art were carefully colored
to look like real paintings, especially the background colors of the
game. Therefore, users can have the best experience of reading
the book or playing the game.
The purpose of my project is to promote environmental protection
by using computer graphics. By using the interactive pop-up book
and the game, users will look at our environment with a pair of
different eyes.
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2.
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3. Project Description
3.1 Overview
We read many articles and watch lots of news about global
warming and climate change in magazines or websites. Many
environmental research reports show that we should focus
on the environment issues, and warns us that the North Pole
is warming up, as a result of which, the ice over the Arctic
region is melting down continuously. Because of the ice
meltdown in the North Pole, the native animals of the region,
including the polar bears, are encountering a potential threat
of extinction. According to the scientists, human beings could
be responsible for global warming, which is the major cause
of ice meltdown in the Arctic. Therefore, what causes the
environment to change so fast? Also, what is the entire world
going to be? What should we do to rescue and protect our
Earth?
The purpose of this website is to communicate these
environmental issues through a new vision and to promote
the significance of environmental issues. As people browse
or read this site, users will understand the meaning and
construction of every chapter/page. This website is different
from traditional websites. It is three-dimensional. I designed
an interactive pop-up book. The content includes what
causes and how to reduce these problems. I also designed
an interesting game. The goal of this game is to help users
understand the reasons of the environmental pollution and the
solutions to make the environment better.
Easy-to-read is an important feature of this website: Through
reading simple words and illustrations, readers/users can
clearly and easily understand the main point of the book.
This website puts education into a story. I created two main
characters in this pop-up book. One is a girl, whose name
is Laura, and the other is her pet, a bunny. They went on an
adventure together in the story. When readers read the book,
they will experience the environmental issues of our Earth
with Laura and the bunny. I made up a linear storyline, built
a fascinating 3D vision, used plain English, and drew many
amusing illustrations to represent the meaning on every
page. I believe that this pop-up book gives many different
impressions and impacts on readers.
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3.2

Flowchart

Opening Animation

Story

Game

Acid Rain
What is it?
What causes it?
How to reduce it?

Smog
What is it?
What causes it?
How to reduce it?

Global Warming
What is it?
What causes it?
How to reduce it?

Recycling
How does recycling help the environment?
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3.3 Inspiration
•

Bevier Gallery show celebrates the “pop-up” in 2007

This thesis was initially inspired by “Bevier Gallery Show in
RIT,” which was an exhibition about pop-up book and featured
some of the more innovative examples of the artwork.
The following description is quoted from the website of the
exhibition:
“Pop-ups come to life through movement and don’t lock the
viewer into a single moment frozen in time,” Bill Finewood
explains, associate professor at RIT’s School of Art. “They
increase the readers imagination by tempting them to look
at all sides of the mechanical, as they search out all the
narrative elements used to tell the story.”
Pop-up books captivate and excite not only the children but
all of us. Therefore, this exhibition inspired me to work on this
thesis project.

•

The Pixar Animation - Wall-E

This animation was talking about a solar-powered robot
named Wall-E, and he was the only robot left on the Earth.
He was a trash collector and his responsibility was to clean
the waste. After a few hundred years, human could not live
on the Earth because of the nasty environment. Humen had
immigrated from the Earth to the outer space. This movie
reminds us of the importance of keeping our environment
healthy. We should pay more attention to the environmental
issues. This was why I chose promoting environment
protection as the topics of the book.
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3.4 Functional Specification
3.4.1

Opening Animation

The user is presented with a short animation to introduce
the two main characters and main theme. This opening
animation is a book which opens automatically once the
program is loaded (Figure 1). In the cover page, I designed
the Earth crying and is taking a shower to wash out the
pollution. The shampoo and the body wash are made of
recycling substances. When the book is open, users will
see a 2D animation that shows an Earth surrounded by
many pollutants. The purpose of the animation is to give an
impression that this is a pop-up book and the topic of the
book is about environmental pollution.
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Figure 1
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3.4.2

Homepage

The theme of the homepage (Figure 2) is a sick Earth.
A girl, Laura, and her bunny are standing upon the dying
Earth. She wears a cute dress with two curly ponytails.
She is very enthusiastic about rescuing the Earth.
Users may wait a while (typically a minute) for the project
to download completely. I created two buttons in the top
right corner. When users roll over either button with their
mouse cursor, the button will highlight. Users click the
button to enter either the Story or Game section. The user
interface is clear and simple, so users get familiar with the
navigation instantly.

3.4.3

Figure 2

Story Scene/ Storyline

In this project, the whole storyline has four parts: (1) acid
rain, (2) smog [including air pollution], (3) global warming
[the main problem], and (4) recycling (the solutions).
The last part is the most important page since the main
purpose of the book is to teach people how to improve the
environment. Firstly, point out the issues. Then, provide the
solutions to solve the problems.
Acid Rain
This girl and her bunny sheltered under a tree because
of the rain. The front view (Figure 3) shows a healthy tree
and clean water droplet. This presents how a healthy
world should look like. However, when users turn to the
back side (Figure 4), the tree turns yellow and the droplets
become skeletons. The design purpose of this page is
to present users a contrast between a healthy world with
clean rain and a damaged world with acid rain.

Figure 3: Front

Figure 4: Back
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Smog
The girl and her bunny went to a city in the future (Figure
5). Since the air pollution is so serious, they had to put
on masks. The smog from cars and factories may cause
severe respiratory disease. In the future city, people let
robots do grocery shopping or any other outdoor activities.
If we do not realize this problem and stop polluting our air,
our Earth will be too stifling for us to live.
Figure 5

Global Warming
Global warming (Figure 6) is based on human activity that
influences our atmosphere of the Earth. The temperature
is higher than past years. Therefore, the Arctic Sea Ice
melted down faster and faster, and that may cause the
polar bear to be homeless.

Figure 6

Recycling
After pointing out the three issues, we should review our
daily behaviors. Recycling is a solution that promotes
environment protection (Figure 7). In this chapter, an elf
works at the fairy land. His house is built from a milk bottle.
He teaches users how to reduce the amount of trash,
reuse products, and recycle materials. Recycling items
can be categorized into four parts, such as paper, metal,
glass, and plastic. Recycling is an easy way to protect the
environment and eliminate global climate change.
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3.4.4 Environmental Game
This part is a game that user can review what they learn
from the pop-up book. After reading the book, users may
be inspired to follow the same spirit of protecting our
environment to make our Earth better.
Whack Game
The concept of this game is based on the arcade “WhackA-Mole” game (Figure 8). The original game objective was
to hit as many moles as possible within a given timeframe.
I changed the game into hitting as many polluting elements
instead. To make the game more challenging, I increased
the game difficulty. Users have to have sharp eyes to
play because the objects of the game are divided into two
categories. The one is the polluting element that users should
whack. The other is the environmental symbol that user
should keep. In the beginning, the scene of the game is full
of garbage, including poisonous waste from the chemical and
recyclable materials. If users hit polluting elements (with a
mallet,) users get points. However, if users hit environmental
symbols, users lose a point. Therefore, the higher score the
user gets, a better environmental protector he/she is.

4.

Figure 8

Process
4.1 Character Design
4.1.1 A Girl - Laura
She is the main character of this book. She is a little
environmental protector. She knows how to save our
environment and protect the Earth at her age. She thinks that
everyone is responsible for protecting our own environment.
She takes readers on an adventure to explore the world.
During the journey, users will learn how to rescue the Earth
and protect our environment (Figure 9).
Figure 9
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4.1.2 Laura’s Bunny
This bunny is Laura’s pet (Figure 10). She wears glasses and
looks like a professional ecology expert. Her personality is
lively and outgoing. She also loves to explore the world with
her friend together.

Figure 10

4.1.3 Polar Bears
There are two members of the polar bear family (Figure11).
The one is mother polar bear, and the other is baby polar
bear. They live at the Arctic Circle, and they are good at
swimming. Polar bear’s fur resists cold weather. Mother polar
bear is responsible for her baby. She also carries her baby
on the back and swims through the gap of floating ice when
global warming is a serious threat to their lives. Therefore,
she looks gloomy.

Figure 11

4.1.4 The Elf
The elf’s body is petite. He has a pair of blue transparent
wings and pointed ears. The colors of his clothes are green
and brown, which represent the colors of the nature. He
lives in the happy land which is built from waste. His attitude
about his life is aggressive on the recycling to protect the
environment. He knows how to rescue and protect the Earth
(Figure 12).

Figure 12
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4.1.5 The Robots
In the future, pollution is serious, so human could not live in
dreadful conditions. Robots replaced human’s daily outdoor
activities, such as shopping and street sweeping. Besides, the
robots can live in the dirty Earth. Every robot obeys the orders
given by human beings. The robot will be a great partner in
every family in the future (Figure 13).

Figure 13

4.2 Interface Design
Users can easily know how to navigate through the content
while they browse this project because the user interface is
clear and simple. It helps users to avoid confusion.
Layout
These are the layout sketches (Figure 14). The text
descriptions and the images show where the content is
located.

Figure 14: Layout - Main Page

Figure 14: Layout - Story
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Logo Design
The concept for this logo (Figure 15) is about rescuing our
Earth because we face so many environmental problems,
such as air pollution, climate change, and global warming,
recent years. These problems are becoming more and more
serious. Green would be the best color to represent this
subject.

Figure 15

Button
The concept for this button (Figure 16) is about the Earth
because the focus of this project is on environmental issues.
Our Earth is the very rare planet in which lives can exist in the
universe.

Figure 16

The concept for this button (Figure 17) is a bookmark
because this project is an interactive pop-up book. The
purpose of bookmarking a page is to help reading. Users can
learn more related knowledge from this instructional book.

Figure 17
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4.3 Prototypes
I started sketching the outline of the scene in Adobe
Illustrator. Then, I transformed my 2D ideas and designs
into 3D digital prototypes with Autodesk Maya. This method
helped me to perform the concept and visualize this project
quickly and efficiently.

4.3.1 Acid Rain
Chapter One: Acid Rain (Figure 18)
Character: A girl whose name is Laura and her bunny
Place: A meadow
There is a big tree in the center of meadow
Movement: They sheltered under a tree because of the acid
rain.

Figure 18
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4.3.2 Smog
Chapter Two: Smog (Figure 19)
Character: Laura, bunny, and robots
Place: A big city in the future
There are many cars, factories, and smog in the city.
Movement: They wears the gas masks to protect themselves.

Figure 19
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4.3.3 Global Warming
Chapter Three: Global warming (Figure 20)
Character: Laura, bunny, and polar bears
Place: In the Arctic Circle
There are fewer and fewer icebergs.
Movement: They wear heavy coats and standing on a melting
and shrinking ice berg. The polar bears have
smaller and smaller habitat to live in.

Figure 20
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4.3.4 Recycling
Chapter Four: Recycling (Figure 21)
Character: Laura, bunny, and fairy
Place: In the fairy land
The house is built from a recycling bottle by fairies.
Movement: The fairy teaches Laura how to recognize the
recycling items.

Figure 21
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4.4 3D Scenes
Autodesk Maya is a high quality 3D computer graphics and 3D modeling software.
In this project, I used low polygons to create different models (Figure 24, 27, 30, 33)
for every scene. The skills of applying colors and textures (Figure 23, 26, 29, 32) are
employed in different color shaders and UV maps.
I use Adobe Photoshop for color corrections and image adjustments. Because I
rendered out these images as TIFF format, I can remove the backgrounds easily by
using alpha channels. Eventually these images without the background image were
converted to PNG format, and later they would be imported into Flash.

4.4.1 Acid Rain

Figure 22: 3D Modeling

Figure 23: Texture
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Figure 24: Wireframe

4.4.2 Smog

Figure 25: 3D Modeling

Figure 26: Texture
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Figure 27: Wireframe

4.4.3 Global Warming

Figure 28: 3D Modeling

Figure 29: Texture
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Figure 30: Wireframe

4.4.4 Recycling

Figure 31: 3D Modeling

Figure 32: Texture
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Figure 33: Wireframe

4.5 Education
In this field, it helps readers and users to understand
the seriousness of global warming and environmental
issues. Knowledge is power. The more we learn about our
environment, the better we can combat the threats it faces.
The following pictures provide the knowledge related to the
four topics. Through these knowledge, users will understand
the potential threats of environmental problems in details.

4.5.1 Acid Rain
What is acid rain?
Acid rain is the rain that is unusually acidic and can have
harmful effects on plants, aquatic animals, and infrastructure
through the process of web deposition. (Figure 34)
Figure 34

What causes acid rain?
Acid rain is caused by emission of compounds of ammonium,
carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur which react with the water
molecules in the atmosphere to produce acid. (Figure 35)
Figure 35
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How can we stop acid rain?
Reduce the use of manufactured materials. Recycle as much
as we can. Producing new materials and disposing of waste
materials are responsible for a large number of the pollutants
that cause acid rain. (Figure 36)

Figure 36

4.5.2 Smog
What is smog?
Smog is a kind of air pollution that is usually caused by
human activity. Smog would cause damage to humans eyes
and lungs. Also, smog might reduce photosynthesis of plants.
(Figure 37)
Figure 37

What causes smog?
Most of smog comes from vehicular and industrial emissions
that are acted on in the atmosphere by sunlight to form
secondary pollutants that also combine with the primary
emissions to form photochemical smog. (Figure 38)
Figure 38

How can we reduce smog?
•
•

Walk or bike for a short destination.
For a longer trip, take public transportation, such as
buses, subways, and trains. (Figure 39)
Figure 39

4.5.3 Global Warming
What is global warming?
Global warming is the increase in the average temperature
of Earths near surface air and oceans. The increase in the
average temperature changes the climate that affects every
part of our life. (Figure 40)
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What causes global warming?
Global warming is caused by a phenomenon known as
the greenhouse effect, which means the heat is trapped
inside the atmosphere and causes the average temperature
increases. the gases, such as carbon dioxide, and methane,
and water vapor, cause greenhouse effect. (Figure 41)

Figure 41

How can we reduce global warming?
•
•
•

Open windows instead of using the air conditioner.
Turn off electrical devices, such as lights, TVs, and
videos, when they are not in use. (Figure 42)
Use papers on both sides.

Figure 42

4.5.4 Recycling
How does recycling help the environment?
Recycling can reduce the industrial production that produces
carbon dioxide.
Recycling can reduce the waste disposal found at growing
landfills and dumps. These wastes release carbon dioxide
and methane.
In summary, doing recycling can reduce the exhaust in the
atmosphere and, therefore, can reduce acid rain, smog, and
global warming. Hence, the more recycling we do, the better
the environment will be. (Figure 43)
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4.5 ColladaMaya 2008
ColladaMaya is a plug-in package for Autodesk Maya that
export and import COLLADA document. COLLADA defines
an XML-based schema to make it easy to transport 3D
assets between applications - enabling diverse DCC and 3D
processing tools to be combined into a production pipeline.
(Figure 44)
•

Figure 44

What do I need?

Installing the ColladaMaya exporter plug-in for papervision 3D
integration.
You can download ColladaMaya 3.05B (Figure 45) from
http://collada.org/mediawiki/index.php/ColladaMaya

•

How does it work?

Collada exporter for maya allow you to export your models
to a .dae format, that can be imported into flash, using the
papervision 3D plug-in.
•

Figure 45

Step 1 : Install and Set Up of Plug-in

window →setting/preferences→ plug-in manager (Figure 46)
To make sure that your COLLADA.mll plug-in is enabled by
accessing your plug-in editor menu, and click “loaded”.

Figure 46
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•

Step 2 : Prepare a Low Polygon Model to Export Using Collada

When I want to develop a 3D model to export and use the ColladaMaya exporter
plug-in, it is very important to keep the low polygon and apply a low resolution texture
map. (Figure 47)

Figure 47: Low polygon modeling and UV texture

•

Step 3 : Texture and Image Name

A texture file note should be created. Apply .jpg/.png file as 2D texture. When your
modeling is exported into papervision3D, you should remember all the texture
names. This is a very important step. You will need to import all the texture names in
Flash. (Figure 48)

Figure 48: Select the .png file from
the downloaded attachment
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•

Step 4 : COLLADA Exporter Settings

Export your model to the .dae format by using the collada export plugin. Do not
forget to select all objects of the modeling before you export it.
File →Export Selection→select “COLLADA Exporter” and certify your settings as the
following figures 49:

Figure 49

Tip:
You should put all images and .dae file in the same folder. (Figure 50)

Figure 50

More details can be found on an online resource for ColladaMaya provided by
Swinburne University of Technology:
ColladaMaya 2008:
http://www.swinburne.edu.au/design/tutorials/P-maya/T-Maya-Integration-Preparinga-low-polygon-vehicle-to-export-using-collada/ID-159/
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Export ColladaMaya plug-in and Import .dae file to Flash
Testing:
I created a simple modeling to test the ColloadaMaya and Papervision3D. However,
I encountered a serious problem: When two parallel planes are too close to each
other, and they will interfere each other as shown in the following figures 51, 52.
Therefore, I need to find out a good solution to fix this problem.

Figure 52: Conflicting triangles in Papervision3D

Figure 51: Normal in Maya

Solution:
It turned out that the reason for such the conflicting problem is z-sorting
issues of papervision 3D. The simplest way to solve this problem is to use
QuadrantRenderEngine, which uses a technique of subdividing the screen into
smaller and smaller regions to resolve potential conflicts between triangles.

The way to solve the z-sorting issues was to use the Quadrant Render Engine
because the QuadrantRenderEngine only takes one parameter.
For a full explanation of the QuadrantRenderEngine with render, you may read this
website: http://blog.zupko.info/?p=177
Before using QuadrantRenderEngine, you will need the following line to import the
package.
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4.7 ActionScript
The following code demonstrates how to create a simulated pop-up book by loading
dae file into papervision3D:
> Set up the scene of papervision 3D by using QuadrantRenderEngine.
64
65
66
67
68

super(0, 0, true, true);
stage.align = StageAlign.TOP_LEFT;
stage.scaleMode = StageScaleMode.NO_SCALE;
setupScene();
renderer = new QuadrantRenderEngine(QuadrantRenderEngine.ALL_FILTERS);

> Load “Learn More“ educational content add-on.
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

myDiscussionFile = new URLRequest(“discussionAddOn.swf”);
myDiscussionLoader.load(myDiscussionFile);
			
Mouse.show();
myFile = new URLRequest(“hammer/hammer.swf”);
myLoader.load(myFile);
mySubtitles.visible=false;
gameBack.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,gameGoBackToMainMenu);
gameBack.visible=false;

> Open Page 1 of the book.
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

function gotoStory(event:MouseEvent):void{
mainMenuStory.gotoAndPlay(“fadeOut”);
cameraPitch = 80;
cameraYaw = 90;
			
camera.z = -700;
camera.orbit(cameraPitch, cameraYaw);
camera.zoom=70+15*Math.sin(cameraPitch*Math.PI/180);
			
cameraPitch = 80;
cameraYaw = 90;
			
camera.z = -700;
camera.orbit(cameraPitch, cameraYaw);
camera.zoom=70+15*Math.sin(cameraPitch*Math.PI/180);
			
currentPage=1;
BTNsInStory.first_mc.visible=true;
BTNsInStory.middle_mc.visible=BTNsInStory.last_mc.visible=false;
page[1].collada.visible=true;
page[2].collada.visible=page[3].collada.visible=page[4].collada.visible=false;
			
storyGameStage.addChild(viewport);
MovieClip(myDiscussionLoader.content).discussion.gotoAndStop(1);
storyGameStage.addChild(myDiscussionLoader);

}

BTNsInStory.visible=true;
mySubtitles.visible=true;
return;
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> Close the book and return to the main menu.
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

function storyGoBackToMainMenu(event:MouseEvent):void
{
storyGameStage.removeChild(myDiscussionLoader);
BTNsInStory.visible=false;
mySubtitles.visible=false;
mainMenuStory.visible=true;
MovieClip(myDiscussionLoader.content).discussion.gotoAndPlay(1);
mySubtitles.gotoAndStop(1);
mainMenuStory.gotoAndPlay(“comingBack”);
stage.addEventListener(Event.ENTER_FRAME,removeViewport);
			
return;
}

> Load the game to the stage.
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170

function gotoGame(event:MouseEvent):void
{
mainMenuStory.gotoAndPlay(“fadeOut”);
if (5<MovieClip(myLoader.content).currentFrame<22)
		clearInterval(MovieClip(myLoader.content).myTimer);
MovieClip(myLoader.content).gotoAndStop(1);
storyGameStage.addChild(myLoader);

}

gameBack.visible=true;
return;

> Close the game and go back to the main menu.
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

function gameGoBackToMainMenu(event:MouseEvent):void
{
gameBack.visible=false;
mainMenuStory.visible=true;
Mouse.show();
mainMenuStory.gotoAndPlay(“comingBack”);
stage.addEventListener(Event.ENTER_FRAME,removeMyLoader);
			
return;
}

> Functions of page flipping buttons.
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

function firstOut(event:MouseEvent):void
{ BTNsInStory.first_mc.gotoAndStop(1); return; }
function firstOver(event:MouseEvent):void
{ BTNsInStory.first_mc.gotoAndStop(2); return; }
function firstDown(event:MouseEvent):void
{ gotoNextPage(); return; }
function middleOut(event:MouseEvent):void
{ BTNsInStory.middle_mc.gotoAndStop(1); return; }
function middleOver(event:MouseEvent):void
{ BTNsInStory.middle_mc.gotoAndStop(2); return; }
function middlePreviousDown(event:MouseEvent):void
{ gotoPreviousPage(); return; }
function middleNextDown(event:MouseEvent):void
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208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

{ gotoNextPage(); return; }
		
function lastOut(event:MouseEvent):void
{ BTNsInStory.last_mc.gotoAndStop(1); return; }
function lastOver(event:MouseEvent):void
{ BTNsInStory.last_mc.gotoAndStop(2); return; }
function lastDown(event:MouseEvent):void
{ gotoPreviousPage(); return; }

> Perform the animation of flipping pages.
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

private function gotoPreviousPage():void
{
if (currentPage==1)
		return;
BTNsInStory.first_mc.nextPage.visible
=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.nextPage.visible
=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.previousPage.visible
=BTNsInStory.last_mc.previousPage.visible=false;
if (currentPage==2)
{ BTNsInStory.middle_mc.visible=false; BTNsInStory.first_mc.visible=true; }
if (currentPage==maxPage)
{ BTNsInStory.last_mc.visible=false; BTNsInStory.middle_mc.visible=true; }
			
currentPage--;
pageTurnBackward();
mySubtitles.visible=false;
stage.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, onMouseDown);
}

BTNsInStory.storyBack.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,storyGoBackToMainMenu);

private function gotoNextPage():void
{
if (currentPage==maxPage)
return;
BTNsInStory.first_mc.nextPage.visible
=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.nextPage.visible
=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.previousPage.visible
=BTNsInStory.last_mc.previousPage.visible=false;
			
if (currentPage==1)
{ BTNsInStory.first_mc.visible=false; BTNsInStory.middle_mc.visible=true; }
if (currentPage==maxPage-1)
{ BTNsInStory.middle_mc.visible=false; BTNsInStory.last_mc.visible=true; }
			
currentPage++;
pageTurnForward();
mySubtitles.visible=false;
stage.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, onMouseDown);

BTNsInStory.storyBack.removeEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,storyGoBackToMainMenu);

}
		
private function pageTurnForward():void
{
MovieClip(myDiscussionLoader.content).discussion.nextFrame();
storyGameStage.removeChild(myDiscussionLoader);
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264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322

page[currentPage-1].collada.visible=false;
pageTurnover[currentPage-1][1].collada.visible=true;
currentFrameNumber=1;
turnoverTimer=setInterval(pageframeForward,1/frameRate);
		
return;
}
private function pageframeForward():void
{
if (currentFrameNumber==maxPageTurnoverFrame)
{
		clearInterval(turnoverTimer);
		pageTurnover[currentPage-1][currentFrameNumber].collada.visible=false;
		page[currentPage].collada.visible=true;
		mySubtitles.gotoAndStop(currentPage);
		mySubtitles.visible=true;
		storyGameStage.addChild(myDiscussionLoader);
		stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, onMouseDown);

		BTNsInStory.storyBack.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,storyGoBackToMainMenu);

		
BTNsInStory.first_mc.nextPage.visible
		=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.nextPage.visible
		=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.previousPage.visible
		=BTNsInStory.last_mc.previousPage.visible=true;
		return;
}
pageTurnover[currentPage-1][currentFrameNumber].collada.visible=false;
pageTurnover[currentPage-1][currentFrameNumber+1].collada.visible=true;
currentFrameNumber++;
return;
}
private function pageTurnBackward():void
{
MovieClip(myDiscussionLoader.content).discussion.prevFrame();
storyGameStage.removeChild(myDiscussionLoader);
page[currentPage+1].collada.visible=false;
pageTurnover[currentPage][maxPageTurnoverFrame].collada.visible=true;
currentFrameNumber=maxPageTurnoverFrame;
turnoverTimer=setInterval(pageframeBackward,1/frameRate);
}

return;

private function pageframeBackward():void
{
if (currentFrameNumber==1)
{
		clearInterval(turnoverTimer);
		pageTurnover[currentPage][currentFrameNumber].collada.visible=false;
		page[currentPage].collada.visible=true;
		mySubtitles.gotoAndStop(currentPage);
		mySubtitles.visible=true;
		storyGameStage.addChild(myDiscussionLoader);
		stage.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, onMouseDown);

		BTNsInStory.storyBack.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,storyGoBackToMainMenu);

		

BTNsInStory.first_mc.nextPage.visible
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323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333

		=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.nextPage.visible
		=BTNsInStory.middle_mc.previousPage.visible
		=BTNsInStory.last_mc.previousPage.visible=true;
		return;
}
		
pageTurnover[currentPage][currentFrameNumber].collada.visible=false;
pageTurnover[currentPage][currentFrameNumber-1].collada.visible=true;
currentFrameNumber--;
return;
}

> Performing the camera rotation in papervision 3D.
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386

override protected function onRenderTick(event:Event=null):void
{
// If the mouse button has been clicked then update the camera position
if (doRotation) {
		var dPitch:Number = (mouseY - lastMouseY) / 2;
		var dYaw:Number = (mouseX - lastMouseX) / 2;
		
cameraPitch -= dPitch;
		
cameraYaw -= dYaw;
			
		if (cameraPitch <= 30) {
			cameraPitch = 30.1;
		} else if (cameraPitch >= 80) {
			cameraPitch = 79.9;
		}
			
		lastMouseX = mouseX;
		lastMouseY = mouseY;
		camera.orbit(cameraPitch, cameraYaw);
		camera.zoom=70+15*Math.sin(cameraPitch*Math.PI/180);
}
// call the renderer
super.onRenderTick(event);
}
private function onMouseDown(event:MouseEvent):void
{
doRotation = true;
lastMouseX = event.stageX;
lastMouseY = event.stageY;
}
private function onMouseUp(event:MouseEvent):void
{ doRotation = false; }
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> Page class: Including texture and Collada import.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

package
{
import org.papervision3d.materials.utils.MaterialsList;
import org.papervision3d.materials.BitmapFileMaterial;
import org.papervision3d.objects.parsers.Collada;
public class Page
{
		public var directory:String;
		public var colladaName:String;
		private var bitmapArray:Array;
		public var materialsList:MaterialsList;
		public var collada:Collada;
		
		public function Page()
		{
			materialsList = new MaterialsList();
		}
		

		public function addMaterial(fileName:String, sg:String, doubleSided:Boolean=false):void

		{

			var bitmap:BitmapFileMaterial = new BitmapFileMaterial(directory+”/”+fileName);

			bitmap.doubleSided = doubleSided;
			materialsList.addMaterial(bitmap, sg);
		}
		
		public function importCollada():void
		{
			collada = new Collada(directory+”/”+colladaName, materialsList, .1);
			collada.y=-60;
		}
}
}

The following code demonstrates how to create the content of education about
environmental issues:
> Show the next or previous answers of the questions at Page 1.
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

function gotoNextAnsP1(e:Event):void
{
if (answerP1.currentFrame==1)
		nextAnsP1.visible=prevAnsP1.visible=true;
if (answerP1.currentFrame==2)		
{
		nextAnsP1.visible=false;
		prevAnsP1.visible=true;
}
answerP1.nextFrame();
return;
}
function gotoPrevAnsP1(e:Event):void
{
if (answerP1.currentFrame==2)
{
		nextAnsP1.visible=true;
		prevAnsP1.visible=false;
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70
71
72
73
74
75

}
if (answerP1.currentFrame==3)		
		nextAnsP1.visible=prevAnsP1.visible=true;
answerP1.prevFrame();
return;
}

4.8 Game Design
The concept for the game is based on “Whack-A-Mole” which has been in game
arcade for many years. The purpose of this game is to hit as many moles that
pop up from holes randomly.

4.8.1 Game Scenario
I created basically the same game, but I made the game more challenging
by increasing the difficulty. Six polluting elements pop up from the nine holes
randomly. Players must use the mallet to whack them down before they
disappear. In addition, two environmental elements appear in between. Players
should not hit them to avoid losing points. Once players can keep all these rules
in mind and get a high score, the game will award them as a good environmental
protector.

4.8.2 Game Detail
1.
2.
3.
4.

The hammer follows the mouse cursor.
Click to swing the hammer.
The entire game lasts 55 seconds.
All the elements would pop up more quickly when the time is less than 10
seconds.
5. The background would get better when players get a higher score.

4.8.3 Elements Introduction
The elements are divided into two categories. The one is pollutant elements. The
other is environmental elements.

Six Polluting Elements
•

Radiological Hazard

A stream of particles or electromagnetic waves emitted by the atoms and
molecules of a radioactive substance as a result of nuclear decay. (Figure 53)
Figure 53
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•

Acid Rain

It contains a high concentration of pollutants, chiefly sulphur dioxide and nitrogen
oxide, released into the atmosphere by the burning of fossil fuels such as coal or
oil. (Figure 54)

•

Factory Pollution

Industrial pollution generates emissions, effluents and wastes which come out
during the manufacturing process of the goods and services. When all gaseous
emissions and waste from a factory are not disposed off in an environment-friendly
manner, the surrounding environment is harmed. (Figure55)

•

Figure 56

Toxic Hazard

Toxic hazard is dangerous for our environment. It contains hazardous chemicals,
such as pesticides, insecticides and chemical fertilizer. Some toxic chemicals would
cause threats to our health and pollute our groundwater for years. (Figure57)

•

Figure 55

Biological Hazard

Biohazard waste influence environmental health and safety. Biohazard includes
many virus or toxin that threat to human life and living organisms in the world.
(Figure 56)

•

Figure 54

Figure 57

Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide is a chemical compound composed of two oxygen atoms and one
carbon atom. Carbon dioxide is believed to be the main cause of global warming.
(Figure 58)

Figure 58

Two environmental Elements
•

Recycling

Recycling saves our environment. We should start doing recycling in our daily
lives. Recycling reduces burning of chemical waste, which increases the amount of
dioxin, and unneeded landfill. Therefore, Recycling helps maintain a clean habitat
for wildlife. (Figure 59)
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•

Green Planet

Build a beautiful environment and protect the nature. (Figure 60)

Figure 60

4.8.4 Background Design
The concept of this game is related to the environment, so it shows a polluted
environment with waste and garbage. I created a rubbish dump full of the garbage
and recycling items. Many factories are producing exhaust after the rubbish dump.
Broken furniture, recyclable items, and noxious chemicals are in the rubbish dump.
(Figure 61) This background changes from the worst environment to the clean one
when players get a higher and higher score. Hence, the wild animals have a clean
habitat if we rescue our Earth. (Figure 62-68)

Figure 61

Figure 62

Figure 63

Figure 64

Figure 65

Figure 66
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Figure 67

Figure 68

How can we rescue the Earth by playing this game?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Whack six polluting elements
Do not hit two environmental elements
Do not miss whacking any polluting elements,
Whack as many polluting elements as you can.

4.8.5 Game Over Design
There are two different endings (Figure 69, 70). If players gets a score less than
eighteen, they will get the first ending, which tells the player to work harder and
learn more knowledge about protecting the Earth from the pop-up book. However, if
players gets more than eighteen, the player will get a happy ending and be awarded
as a good environmental protector.

Figure 69

Figure 70
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4.9 ActionScript
The following code demonstrates how to create a whacking game:
* All coding is written in Flash.
> When the time is up check the score to show the different ending.
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

function timer():void
{
var leftTime:int;
leftTime=int(timerText.text);
if (leftTime<=0)
{
		clearInterval(myTimer);
		var score:int;
		score = int(scoreText.text);
		if (score<18)
			gotoAndPlay(“ending1”);
		else
			gotoAndPlay(“ending2”);
}

> Plus / Minus score when the target is hit.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

hitBN.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK,hit);
function hit(e:MouseEvent):void
{
MovieClip(this.parent).hammer_mc.play();
var score:int;
score=MovieClip(this.parent).scoreText.text;
gotoAndPlay(“getHit”);
switch(species)
{
		case 1:
		case 2:
		case 3:
		case 4:
		case 5:
		case 6:
			score=score+3;
			break;
		case 7:
		case 8:
			score=score-3;
			break;
}
if (score<0)
		score=0;
MovieClip(this.parent).scoreText.text=score.toString(10);
return;
}

> Minus one point if a polluting element is missed.
1
2
3

var score:int;
score=MovieClip(this.parent).scoreText.text;
switch(species)
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

{

case 1:
case 2:
case 3:
case 4:
case 5:
case 6:
		score=score-1;
		break;
case 7:
case 8:
		break;
}
if (score<0)
score=0;
MovieClip(this.parent).scoreText.text=score.toString(10);
gotoAndStop(“standBy”);
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5.

Conclusion
This project is about promoting environment protection through interactive design. It is a
simulated pop-up book. Readers gain the knowledge and obtain a different vision from
this interactive book. Through the combination of illustrations and 3D environments,
readers will both learn how to protect the Earth and have fun.
At the conceptual stage of this thesis project, I created a simple user interface design
and consider how readers can use this pop-up book, such as the three-dimensional
graphics and a movable book, to gain knowledge and have fun. To present each page
successfully, both artistic and paper engineering technique must be included and
delicately mixed. However, for the development stage, the target audiences are mostly
children. The complex contents are easier to understand with visual representations and
simple words. Therefore, many materials about environmental issue for this project are
needed. Furthermore, since the four topics of the environmental issues are global issues,
this book contains a vivid story with rich details for readers to learn and read.
The most breakthrough point of this thesis project was ColladaMaya. OpenCOLLADA
is a plug-in for Maya and 3ds Max in 2009. It is an open source software and released
under the MIT license. ColladaMaya usually connects with papervision3D in Flash.
Papervision3D is an open source realtime 3D engine for Flash. In 2009, there were
few reference materials. Therefore, finding good open source code to apply to my work
was not easy. During the development stage, researching and testing how to build up
the connection between ColladaMaya and Papervision3D was an important key for the
success of this pop-up book. The conflicts between triangles in papervision3D needs to
be carefully handled. In my work, I found that using QuartdrantRenderEngining is the
simplest way to avoid such the conflicts. Also, the choices of polygons and resolution
was not crucial but essential to avoid heavy loading for .dae files, folders, and images.
Therefore, mastering ColladaMaya and delicately managing the balance between
AutoDesk Maya and papervision was necessary to make this pop-up book.
To sum up, for this thesis project I successfully combined the design, graphics, and
programming to build a vivid, multimedia, interactive pop-up book. Through the book,
readers can get to know the environmental issues and how to protect the Earth. I
used hand-drawing to design all the graphics needed first. Then, I used Illustrator
and Photoshop to perform 2D art. I used AutoDesk Maya to build 3D modeling. Then,
finally, I used ColladaMaya and papervision to perform the 3D, interactive pop-up book.
Therefore, this project not only demonstrates how to combine AutoDesk and Flash but
also remind readers of the importance of keeping our Earth healthy. This project also
stimulates people to build a better and clean world.
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7.

Appendix
Thesis Proposal
Using Multimedia to Promote Environmental Protection

Abstract
Is the climate warming? Are we the cause? And what are people doing to reduce global
warming around the world? These questions are at the heart of today’s public debate
about global warming. Government agencies and scientists are not the only ones that can
take action to stop global warming. Environment issues are our business, so people will
comprehend what causes and effects environment pollution and what you can do in the
future by my thesis. We should understand the environment problem on our earth. We can
control and solve problems.
Nowadays, many people learn about global warming from many media, such as
televisions, the Internet, newspapers, magazines, films and radio. Having learned that
global warming is caused by natural forces and human activities. I use simulated pop-up
books to tell everyone and let people to be aware of the facts that global warming can no
longer be ignored. In my thesis, I will discuss environment issues, including acid rain, air
pollution, global warming and recycling. After reading my interactive pop-up book, you may
want to change your lifestyle and devote your time to reducing global warming. You will
find that our Earth is greener even after a tiny change of your life.

Problem Statement / Background
How can I promote environment protection by using computer graphics?
Climate change, specifically global warming, has captured the attention of people
worldwide and has inspired more debate and action. After reading my interactive pop-up
book, I hope more and more people, organizations, and governments are aware of the
issue that global warming is becoming more and more serious.
In order to impressively tell people how serious the global warming is, I will use 3D
computer graphics, which are becoming more and more mature and popular during the
recent years, to show the issue. It is undoubted that 3D can show more visual arts than
2D, and it often interests more people. By using 3D techniques, I can give people more
realistic feelings about the effects of global warming. When reading my book, people will
feel like that they are totally immersed in the world of my book. Therefore, based on my
opinion, using 3D techniques to convey the issue to people is effective and impressive.
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Literature Survey
Title: Interactive Learning Environment for Continuous Professional Training of Automation
Technicians
Author: Ulrich Borgolte
Source: http://www.eadtu.nl/conference-2007/files/PT2.pdf
This paper reports on the AutoTech project which contributes to overcome some of
the deficiencies and shortcomings that exist in many of the current vocational training
systems targeting automation technicians. Furthermore, a lot of eLearning material uses
illustrations and examples where the direct relevance to the automation technicians’ own
working situation and their daily life and challenges is difficult to identify.

Title: Comparison of Remote User Representation in a Collaborative Virtual Learning
Environment
Author: James T. Costigan, Andrew E. Johnson, Steve Jones
Source: http://www.brandeis.edu/pubs/jove/HTML/V6/costigan.html
This article provides three different representations for users in an immersive collaborative
virtual learning environment are compared: A remote instructor appearing via a video
window, and a remote instructor sharing the virtual space via a computer generated
avatar body, are compared against an instructor sharing the local virtual space with
the student. The study found significant similarities between the avatar and in-person
conditions, putting into question the need for video representations in collaborative virtual
environments.

Title: U.N. Report Describes Risks of Inaction on Climate Change
Author: Elisabeth Rosenthal
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/17/science/earth/17climate.html
This final report also puts more emphasis on the ripple effect of small degrees of
temperature change, some of which are already being seen. The United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change for the first time specifically points out
important risks if governments fail to respond: melting ice sheets that could lead to a rapid
rise in sea levels and the extinction of large numbers of species brought about by even
moderate amounts of warming, on the order of 1 to 3 degrees.
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Project Description / Methodology
There are five parts to my interactive pop-up book. The first part is about acid rain, the
second is about air pollution, the third is about ice melting, the forth is about recycling, and
the last part integrates the four parts together to communicate the environment issues.
Every part has a related story to show the causes and effects of global warming.

Part I:
Characters: A girl whose name is Laura and her pet rabbit.
The beginning place: A meadow near the girl’s home
The beginning of the story: While they were reading a book together, the rain poured
steadily down. Hence, they took sheltered under the trees. The girl Laura told the rabbit,
“Look at this black rain. It’s called acid rain.”
Interactive:
When the user clicks the black rain, there will be a panel on the bottom of this pop-up
book. In this panel, there will be an animation to tell readers that (1) what acid rain is made
of, (2) what damage it will cause the environments and human bodies, and (3) how to
diminish acid rain in an effective way. There will also be another 2D animation to show all
the answers of these questions.

Part II:
Place: A big city full of robots in the 22nd century.
There are many robots working on the streets. Every human walking outside is wearing
a gas mask because the air pollution is serious, and the air is full of poisonous chemical
elements which is harmful to humans. Also, there are a lot of billboards which display the
animations of another environment issue - Ice Melting.
Interactive:
When the user clicks any of the robots, a panel will appear that shows (1) what factors
cause air pollution, (2) what damages it will cause the environment and human bodies,
and (3) how to lower the level of air pollution. There will be a 2D animation to show all the
answers of these questions.

Part III:
The girl and the rabbit are brought to the Arctic, and they meet the mother polar bear. The
mother polar bear complains to them that there are less and less glaciers every year. Their
lives have become more and more difficult. All of this is caused by the Greenhouse Effect,
which is mainly caused by human activities. The increasing amounts of greenhouse gases
cause a higher temperature on the Earth, and this results in the melting and shrinking of
ice bergs. Hence, polar bears have a smaller and smaller habitat to live in.
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Interactive:
When the user clicks the mother polar bear, a panel will appear that shows (1) what
causes the global warming, (2) what changes it will cause the environment and human
bodies, and (3) how to slow down the speed of the global warming.

Part IV:
They come to the fairy land. The castle of the fairy land is made of various recycling
materials. They reduce garbage, reuse every item, and recycle every material. Because of
their effects of protecting their environments, their world is clean, and the air is fresh.
Interactive:
When the user clicks the castle, the genie will come out to tell the user the advantage of
recycling.

Part V:
In order to give the reader a deeper understanding of protecting environments, I will
provide a game in the end of the interactive pop-up book.
The game has four main characters, including Lorla, the robot, the mother polar bear, and
the genie. The game is about the environment issues mentioned above. By playing the
game, I hope the user can be aware of the importance of protecting environments and,
then, tell his friends and families to save our Earth from being overpolluted and overused.
Then, our Earth is on the way to be healthier, cleaner, and more comfortable.

Budget
$ 60
1. Pop Up Book - The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
2. Peter Pan: A Classic Collectible Pop-Up

Target Audience
Age
Gender
Language
Education Level
Computer Experience
Nationality

Eight year-old and older
Male and Female
English
2nd Grade and Beyond
Intermediate
Any
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Technical Requirements
Software
Adobe Flash Professional
Papervision3D
ColladaMaya 2008
Autodesk Maya
Illustrator
Photoshop

Hardware
Macintosh G5
Windows XP Professional
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